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Date and Time

- Focus meeting on Thursday, August 8, at 9am PT (time chart)
  - Voice: Skype: +9905100000481 or US +1-805-309-2350 (international dial-in lines), room code 178-2540#
  - Screen sharing: http://join.me/findthomas

Agenda

- Action item review
- UMA CrowdTilt campaign status
- Venue analysis
- BlueButton+ update from Josh and Justin
- Binding Obligations status (deferred till next week)
- AOB

Minutes

Action item review

See the Meetings and Minutes page for update.

UMA CrowdTilt campaign status

It's looking like it probably won't "tilt", but please keep those cards and letters coming!

Venue analysis

No additional thoughts. We'll update this topic after the Kantara leadership summit this week.

BlueButton+ update from Josh and Justin

Josh walked through a demo of an OAuth-protected health-related service and the work around dynamic registration. There are some "structured scope tricks" used to enable access to multiple peoples' health data; we recommended looking at UMA sooner rather than later in order to encourage less proprietary/more functional access management. And there are ways UMA ecosystems in limited trust circles could leverage the registration flows to enable static pre-onboarding of partners. Finally, we think we can leverage the BB+ use cases in capturing UMA-for-healthcare case studies. We'll stay in touch and hope to find more synergies. Thanks, guys!

Relevant links (note that "SMART" here is different from the other instances we've run across):

- BB+ Pull Spec: http://blue-button.github.io/blue-button-plus-pull/
- BB+ Pull Demo App: http://growth-pull.bluebuttonplus.us
- BB+ Demo Registry:
  - https://bbplus-static-registry.aws.af.cm/.well-known/bb/apps.json
  - https://bbplus-static-registry.aws.af.cm/.well-known/bb/providers.json
  - https://bbplus-static-registry.aws.af.cm/.well-known/bb/registry.json

Attendees

- Eve
- Adrian
- Domenico
- Dan
- Keith
- Thomas

Guests:

- Josh
- Justin

Next Meetings

- Focus meeting on Thursday, August 15, at 9am PT (time chart) - Andrew regrets; Binding Obs; Aug mtg planning
- Focus meeting on Thursday, August 22, at 9am PT (time chart)
• **Focus (or all-hands?)** meeting on Thursday, August 29, at 9am PT *(time chart)* - Eve regrets, need chair pro tem